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Abstract 

Having a baby is the greatest satisfaction of parents. Adoption is by all accounts the best 

method of accomplishing this satisfaction. It emerges regarding the panacea to the individuals 

who pine for childless situation. Adoption can be the loveliest alternative for single-parent 

and childless couples as well as for destitute children. It empowers a parent-kid relationship 

to be set up between individuals not organically related. In India, there is just a single 

individual law relating to reception which is the Hindu Adoption and Maintenance Act 1956. 

Other individual laws like Muslim, Paris, and Christian don't have arrangements for 

Adoption. This paper illuminates different arrangements of family law’s regarding 

appropriation and furthermore the lacunae in forming the selection situation in India. 

Keywords: Hindu, Family laws, homeless child, single parent  

INTRODUCTION 

Adoption implies a legitimate exchange. For the most part, new couples like to receive a 

child not to bring forth another kid. If we see, in India, halfway houses are brimming with 

kids, as they have no guardians to deal with them. Today numerous guardians bring forth a 

baby girl and toss her in the dustbin and don't reconsider. This bad behaviour is growing bit 

by bit. In the present age additionally, individuals don't comprehend the estimation of a 

young lady kid after so high schooling capabilities. A big part of the number of inhabitants in 

youngsters is separated from everyone else, they don't have legitimate guardians to deal with 

them. Adoption is the most ideal approach to give them a decent life. It additionally helps in 

keeping up the number of inhabitants in the country. Consequently, new couples of our age 

are working in this matter by embracing the youngster and give them a superior life. 

                                                             
1 Sini Sunny, A Student at NMIMS School of Law, Hyderabad 
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India is a country with extremely distinctivediversity.Each religion has its plan of action. 

Indian common law includes customs and regulations that affect the law. The most common 

religionsare Hinduism,Islam,Christianity, and Parsis. Therespective laws of Hindus and 

Muslims find their origin in their separate strict books.Children are considered the 

ultimatedestination of the country.On the one hand, childrenhave the right to be pampered, 

treated, and satisfied with any progressive needs, but many children areabandoned in India 

every year. Sometimes these children arevictims of illegal exploitation. In blessed situations, 

unwanted childrenwill be taken to an adoption agency.Opportunityforrebirth. In its 

simplestform, adoption isthe cycle in which one person assumes parental responsibilities 

from another, thereby permanently transferring all rights and duties and responsibilities that 

belong to the parent or legal guardian. 

Adoption is a legitimate cycle that makes a parent youngster connection between people not 

related by blood. A received kid is qualified for all advantages as like characteristic 

conceived kid. Adoptive kid additionally has the option to acquire. It is generally alluded to 

as the lawful cycle of turning out to be a non-natural parent. Adoption is the demonstration of 

tolerating with endorsement. The embraced child is considered to have been born in the new 

family and it isthere that it receives rights,duties and status, and itsbond with the old family 

comesto an end. 

"Every child has the privilegeof a family."For homeless children andchildren without parents, 

thereis no betterchoice than adoption. Adoption in India is subjectto variouslaws. In 1956. 

The decree was issued to give all the rights, benefits and obligations inherentin the 

relationship of adolescents who are adopted as biological children. Manus portrayed the 

characteristics of this child, and he nodded:"A child with equal rights and careful 

arrangements, when a disaster occurs, his mother or father (or both) waters him, Known as 

the son of Datrima.2 

Some functions had to be performed during the last adoption. These services include Datta 

Homam and the actual demonstration of giving and walking, to move the child from one 

family to another. Penalties are made in the form of a consumption point difference, as 

satisfaction or sacrificial remorse for the fire.  Accordingto the Madras and Mumbai High 

Courts, this service is essential, but as pointed out by the decision of the Allahabad Datta 

Homam High Court. Among Brahmins, however, according to current legislation, this 

                                                             
2 RK Agrawal, Hindu law,176,(central law agency,25th ed. 2016) 
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behavior of Datta-Homam is notimportant to the lawadopted by a class of Hindus, Jainas, 

Buddhists and Sikhs. The Guardianship and Trusteeship Act of 1956 and the Guardianship 

and Trusteeship Act of 1980. Accordingto specific treaties under the Children’sEquality 

(Child Care and Safety) Act 2015, the Children’s National AssistanceCommittee can 

legallydeclare children homeless, abandoned and abandoned.Young people are free toadopt, 

and the law allows minors under18 years ofage to be accepted. This article will clarify these 

three behaviors. 

In ancienttimes,Indian law stipulated fivemain types of adoptedchildrenbut reduced them to 

two types: Dattaka and Kritrim. Dattaka structures are commonthroughoutIndia,although 

Kritrim structures are used in Mithila and border countries. Dattaka Chandrika is thefirst two 

adoption agreements inthe laws consideredarrogant. 

The basis of Hindu lawclearlyexpresses the understandingof 12kinds of children, one of 

which is the Dattaka child, which is the child of someone who is tenderlygiftedby a fatheror 

mother in a difficult periodto someone in a similar situation. Except in the case 

oflegalactivities, there is no specific law on the adoption of minors. Many situations set 

standards for solving problems and difficulties in child adoption. 

Ifsomeone in late British India has an incredible son,grandson or grandson, whether it is a 

normal person or a conceived person,theyareexcluded from the choice. In addition, 

thesynchronizationdistribution is still invalid.In Jamoona v. Bamasoondri,3 the private 

councilreviewedthe selectionofminors. Then, the Privy Council saw that those who 

didnotreach the majority in India were minors.Thelaw of 1875maybepassed, oryour widow 

may be allowed tohug when the touch timeis up. According to Dayabhagas School, most of 

the timeis15 years, whileaccordingto Mitakshara School, the lion’s school time is 16 years. 

Theobservation period has not been determined. 

During the post-freedom period or in the nineteenthcentury Hindu code bill was the most 

effective piece of enactment covering every one of the significant parts of Hindu law. Law 

identifying with selection was examined under some part portions of the Hindu code bill. The 

proposition in the Hindu code bill concerning selection prohibits the girl from being taken in 

appropriation. 

                                                             
3 (1876) 3 lA 72. 
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In the early 20thcentury,after applying to a private screening agency, it was important that the 

nursing staffhad to stay inthe hospital for three to five years before giving birthto a 

healthynewborn use. 

Every one of the laws of adoption in late British time was directed by Privy Council. 

Significant changes were presented after the conclusion of the British age and remember the 

change for the part of parliamentary laws were presented. Subsequently, the Hindu code bill 

was acquainted withthe issue related to Hindu laws. Adoption laws were likewise managed 

under a similar code. It gave smidgen various laws of adoption which are referenced beneath 

in short 

OBJECTIVES 

 1. To Study the Adoption laws which are governing in India.  

2. To analyze the adoption law based on various personal laws.  

ADOPTION IN INDIA 

In India, there is a characterized lawful interaction that gives authentic rights to both the 

embraced kid just as new parents. The goal of these establishments is to secure the privileges 

of an embraced kid and moves every one of the legitimate commitments and rights from the 

organic guardians to the receptive ones. “Every kid has a Right to Adoption” 

This statement brings extraordinary change identified with adoption in India. It is a touchy 

issue in India that youngsters have nobody for their consideration in an exceptionally high 

populace.  In contrast with any remaining nation, India has the most noteworthy populace. 

Also, consistently, numerous kids are driven into the halfway houses in light of their family 

issues. Indeed, even we see youngsters on side of the road meandering around and they need 

to ask on the side of the road for the food and dresses and they sob for the food most extreme 

time. Furthermore, in the wake of seeing these conditions likewise, individuals don't attempt 

to take care of them when they are equipped for taking care of them. This is the motivation 

behind why most extreme kids need to remain alone. 

Qualification of adoption in India 
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1. Parents ought to be steady for adoption. 

2. Parents should be economically, physically, and financially capable of adoption. 

3. Parents should be hitched.  

4. A single male isn't qualified to receive a young girl. 

5. Composite age will tally.  

6. The age distinction between guardians and kids be 25 years. 

7. Step-parent adoption isn't permitted.  

8. If any couple has 3 kids or beyond what that they can't embrace a kid 

 

CHILD ADOPTION LAWS IN INDIA- ACT, ENACTMENTS ETC 

a) Hindu Adoption and Maintenance Act, 1956 

The "India Adoption and Maintenance Act" of 1956 enacted the law and amended 

the"Adoption Act." The joint development of adoption law under this law requires the 

reformist field of Hindu society. Thelawwasapprovedby the President on December 21, 1956. 

The law doesnotspecify the dateofapproval, so according to Part 5 of the General Provisions 

Act of 1894,supposethat Hindu. Came to power on the aforementioned date, December 21, 

1956. 

The adoption ofchildren by adultIndians is governedby the 1956 India Adoption 

andCultivation Act. The law defines the method of raising children. And all the rights, 

interests and obligations inherent in the relationshipbetween the conceivedchild and the 

supporting parents. Thelaw only applies toHindus.(Including Buddhists, Jainas and Sikhs). 

b)Guardianship and Wards Act, 1890 

Under the proposed heading, the Indianadoption and supportlaw generally appliesto Hindu 

society. The Guardianship and Guardianship Act of 1980 is important to Christians, Jews, 

Parsis and Muslims because their laws do notaccept the idea of adoption. Accordingto the 

Guardianship andGuardianship Act of 1980, there is aseparateconnection.Afteradoption-

guardian and guardian separately.This youngman will be 21 years old, he will no 

longerbeunder guardianship,and hewill become a freeman. Youngpeople have no inheritance 

rights to programming. New parents shouldrefuse todonateblood, which isquestioned by all 

children related to blood. Or theprovisions of the law remain silent on the adoption of 
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homeless, abandonedchildren andabandonedchildren. The law does not useany systemic 

mechanisms.Because of these abnormal phenomena and wrongjudgments, the issueof 

guardianship and adoption of these childrenhas arousedchildren's interest. According to the 

Indian Adoption and Support Act of 1956,the adoptee has the sole guardian. In this case,the 

minor and his property can have multiple guardians. The legal guardian appointed by the 

court is not binding and is mainly for the benefit ofminors. 

c) The Juvenile Justice (Care & Protection of Children) Act 2000 

The Juvenile Justice (Child Care and Protection) Act 2000 applies to all citizens of India. 

Itallows the adoption of two offspring of thesame sex. Itindicates the condition of the 

caregiver and the child,not the condition of the caregiver andthecommunity. Inaddition,the 

rights that the child has available to the resulting child are also shown. The Juvenile Justice 

(Child Care and Protection) Act 2000 aims to review,protect, improve and restore. A young 

person is breaking thelaw,a young person needs attention andsafety, as well as theemergence 

of arbitration and specific issuesrelatedto them. Itprovides a unified legal framework for 

justice across the country, and the demonstrationhidesyoung people under the age of 18.4 

d) Contribution of Central adoption resource authority (CARA) in adoption:- 

CARA is a legal and self-governing assortment of Ministry of Women and Child 

Development in the Government of India. It is a nodal body for adoption. It controls and 

screens the adoption cycle in India. It essentially manages the adoption of gave up, vagrant 

and deserted youngsters. It is a focal power to manage the entomb country adoption. 

ADOPTION RULE IN DIFFERENT RELIGION 

 HINDU LAW 

The Indian law is the law of loneliness inIndia, which stipulates that the child’s conception 

corresponds to the attributes of the childhood conception. Thereasonfor this is usually that 

children are indispensableto another world, just as material resources can help families. To 

accept this, certain restrictions were imposed onKastu and Gotra. Accordingto Hindulaw, a 

girl cannot be hugged.According to historical Hindu law, this person only retained the 

                                                             
4 2 M/S Shabnam Hashmi vs Union Of India & Ors (2014) 4 SCC 1 
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privilege of arrest, and his famous friend's consent to the proposed adoption was once 

insignificant. 

 MUSLIM LAW 

AccordingtoIslamic law, the father valuesstatus. There is also adifferencebetween 

guardianship and guardianship. However, both Sunni and Shia schools agreed that his father 

was hisonly guardian in hislife.Even after the death of the father, the mother isnot regarded as 

adistinctiveguardian.Under Islamic law,thereare some differences compared to standard 

adoption 

The commonname foradoptionin Islam isKafala. Like all otherissues of Islamic law, adoption 

is relatively directional. Theguardian/communitydoes it on behalf of the parent. There are 

clear rules in the relationship. These requirements are mainly aimed at maintaining the 

integrity of the family series. 

 CHRISTIAN LAW AND PARSI LAW 

The individual laws of these networks also do not provide for adoption. Here, the 

intermediary court can also adopt the “Guardian and Guardian Law” with the consentof the 

court. Thereis no adoptionlaw for Christians. Christiansdo not havean adoption law and want 

to appear in court under the Guardian and Ward Act of 1890 (C Guardian and Ward Act).The 

privilege of the father is necessary, andunless the father is found, no other man or woman can 

be identified. Theright conditions.In addition, the law stipulates that the court mustconsider 

the assistance of young people when considering the selection of guards following the law.5 

 UNIFORM CIVIL CODE FOR ADOPTION 

When we talk about Indian private law,everythingis toensure social equality,class balance, 

and continuity. The personal law is simple and aims to build personal trust. For a particular 

religion, this is correct. Also known as UCC, it is a personalized legal frameworkthat lays the 

foundation foracceptingdifferent religions with different standards and guidelines.Make 

connection mapping consistent and easy. Since the milestone Judgment of Mohd. Ahmed 

                                                             
5Romit Agrawal, Adoption: Under Hindu, Muslim, Christian and Parsi Laws, Legal service India (June, 10, 

2019) 
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Khan v. Shah Bano Begum 6 acknowledges that there is a critical need of having a uniform 

common code. 

CONCLUSION 

Adoption is a glorious motivation that can bring happiness to abandoned or abandoned 

children. Thisprovides an opportunityto show sympathy forprogress. This is a useful 

procedure in which thechild is treated as typicalchildbirth and all worshipisaccepted. 

Adoptioncreates another lasting bond between new parents and children.When this happens, 

there is no legal contract between thechild who is embraced and the child who is naturally 

introduced intothe family. 

 If the adoption is legal, it is the final decision and cannot becancelled. 

Thefinalchildcannotwithdrawfrom the adoption. The law also specifically rejects cash or any 

other consideration related to adoption. 
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